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Stochastic Pixel Detection and Analysis 

Our PKAD STEGANOGRAPHY SECURITY REPORT (Stochastic Pixel Detection and Analysis) – Phase 3 has 

concluded. Steganography is the practice of concealing a message within another message or a physical object 

and stochastic refers to the idea of involving or containing a random variable or process. 

Our team uses stochastic pixel detection as part of a 10-step forensic process comprised of Computer Vision, 

Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence to confirm the ballots used in the 2020 General Election in Maricopa 

County, Arizona an official Runbeck Election Services ballots printed on the identified HP Web Press Technology, 

specifically the HP T-Series inkjet web presses and the HP Indigo 12000. 

Our system forensically searches for intentional and unintentional stochastic pixels (yellow dots) which appear on 

all printed products printed utilizing the aforementioned printers. Such “microscopic dots” (intentional and 

unintentional) will appear as both randomized patterns and microscopic print defects (more information included 

at the end of this document. 

We do not use the detection of “Machine Inserted Color” (MIC’s) for the detection of specific printer locations, 

dates, or owners. Although, MIC’s (machine inserted color) could be used for the purpose of relaying concealed 

messaging within the body of a physical object such as a printed paper ballot, we do not use MIC’s (machine 

inserted color) as a process to identify a specific location, serial number, or purchase origin of a printer. The term 

MIC is often confused with the term also called MIC’s which specifically refers to “Machine Identification Code” 

which is an international printer steganography consisting of yellow dots, tracking dots or secret dots left by 

the printing process. 

Our detection of MIC’s (Machine Inserted Color) is only to confirm a known standard (unique identifying feature 

left both intentionally and unintentionally, but stochastic in nature) at which the official printers operate (both 

intentionally and unintentionally) when printing official ballots utilizing the aforementioned commercial printers. 

ABNORMAL BALLOTS DETECTED 

Our research and study operate on the basis that Runbeck Election Services is the official contractor of Maricopa 

County Election Ballots and that Runbeck Election Services operates a very tightly controlled printed process which 

headers to various security measures. Therefore, our research establishes a base line of “what an official Runbeck 

ballot looks like under forensic investigation” and then begins its Stenography Security Analysis measuring 

Stochastic Pixels as a “confirming benchmark” of an official Runbeck Ballot. 

In our investigation, each ballot to be considered an “Official Runbeck printed Ballot” must pass a 10-step forensic 

analysis process which includes but is not limited to, presence of stochastic pixels, official ballot paper, various 

print quality metrics, ink density, optical density, printer calibration measurements used as a unique forensic 

fingerprint of a particular machines’ identity, plus other forensic measurement techniques. 

If this multi-point forensic inspection fails in key areas, we then assign that particular ballot inspected into our 

“suspicious and abnormal” category which we refer to as a “counterfeit ballot.”  We apply the term counterfeit 

in the literal sense of the definition, “to imitate something authentic, with the intent to steal, destroy, or replace 

the original, for use in illegal transactions, or otherwise to deceive individuals into believing that the fake is of 

equal or greater value than the real thing.” 
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Stochastic Pixel Detection and Analysis 

Our conclusions are as follows: 

1.  Our initial studies detected in excess of 27,000 suspicious ballots which made their way into the 2020 

General Election in Maricopa County, Arizona, and; 

2. We further did additional forensic research and narrowed down the count of suspicious ballots to a 

conservative 10,943 individual ballots 

3.  These “suspicion and abnormal” ballots were not printer in a manner which is consistent with the 

determined and verified official 2020 General Election Ballot as printed by Runbeck Election Services for 

Maricopa County, Arizona, and; 

4.  These “counterfeit ballots” appear to be inserted into the 2020 General Election process in Maricopa 

County, and; 

5.  These “counterfeit ballots” ballots have verified in a manner which is based upon the use of digital 

forensics, forensic mathematics, forensic accounting, and rhythm analysis further combined with the aid 

of computer vision, machine learning, and artificial intelligence, and; 

6. These “counterfeit ballots” appear outside the norm for Runbeck Election Services and therefore we 

do not believe these are the product of the Runbeck Election Services machines or systems. In fact, it 

would be impossible to forge a ballot with the telltale stochastic yellow pixels without using an HP Web 

Press Printer, therefore the “absence of stochastic pixels” points to color printers outside the control of 

Runbeck Election Services. 

This investigation revealed the following specifics: 

a. COLOR + NO MIC detected have found to be 10,943 individual ballots: 

 

i. These ballots were “voted in the following manner” 

• 4,312 or 39% of the total counterfeit ballots detected by our systems voted 

specifically for Donald Trump, and; 

• 5,002 or 46% of the total counterfeit ballots detected by our systems voted 

specifically for Joseph Biden, and; 

• 1,457 or 13% of the total counterfeit ballots detected by our systems voted 

specifically for various write-in candidates, and; 

• 81 or 0.74% of the total counterfeit ballots detected by our systems NOT voted in 

the Presidential Race, and; 

• 91 or 0.83% of the total counterfeit ballots detected by our systems which we did 

not have enough information to ascertain from our use of our “patented forensic 

quad systems “to detect who the “presidential vote was cast for” in any specific 

manner. 
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b. Widespread in Nature 

 

i. These “counterfeit ballots” were used across the Maricopa County, Arizona 

Supervisorial Districts, and a sizable portion of the 748 individual voting precincts 

ii. Our phase 4 report will provide the exact number and specific precincts these 

“counterfeit ballots” were deployed within. 

 

c. Malicious and Intended 

 

i. We access the use of these ballots was intended to create chaos in the 2020 General 

Election in Maricopa County, Arizona, and; 

ii. Were intentional in nature, and; 

iii. These ballots gave Joseph Biden an advantage over Donald Trump equal to 690 

individual votes which is equal to 6.571% of the deciding outcome of the Arizona 

2020 General Election, and; 

iv. The malicious use of 10,943 counterfeit ballots represents subverted or stolen votes 

from the State of Arizona Voters which are equal to 104.219% of the deciding 

outcome of the Arizona 2020 General Election 

4.  Deeper forensic analysis revealed that 91.62% (ninety-one percent) of the “predetermined” ballots 

were cast in the favor of Joseph R. Biden. 

Enclosed with this letter you will find a USB device which contains our detailed PKAD STEGANOGRAPHY 

SECURITY REPORT (Stochastic Pixel Detection and Analysis). 

I am available for questions by emailing me at: jovanhuttonpulitzer@gmail.com 

 Sincerely, 

 

 

mailto:jovanhuttonpulitzer@gmail.com


 

 





 

 

Figure 1 Black and White WILL NOT DISPLAY MICS 

 



Inkjet Printer Maintenance Drop Discussion Relating to the HP Web Press Printers. 

I, Michael Carlotta, (AN/XEROX AND IN/Carlotta) am the inventor on numerous inkjet patents assigned to my former employer, Xerox and 
was later hired as an imaging consultant for Xerox Corporation who also reportedly developed Machine Identification codes (MIC). “My" 
patents include inkjet maintenance station function and design. I am considered an inkjet imaging and related maintenance expert. 

 PAT. NO.  Title 

1 6,644,774  Ink jet printhead having out-of-ink detection using temperature monitoring system 

2 6,409,302  Sensing system for detecting presence of an ink container and level of ink therein 

3 6,305,796  Thermal ink jet printer having dual function dryer 

4 6,234,603  Sensing system for detecting presence of an ink container and level of ink therein 

5 5,997,121  Sensing system for detecting presence of an ink container and level of ink therein 

6 5,959,649  Ink supply system for a thermal ink-jet printer 

7 5,786,834  Method and apparatus for storing and supplying ink to a thermal ink-jet printer 

8 D395,669  Combined print head and ink tank holder 

9 5,742,312  Printhead cartridge having a fluid valved breather 

10 5,563,643  Ink jet printhead and ink supply manifold assembly having ink passageway sealed therebetween 

11 5,548,310  Automatic positioning of wiper blades in an ink jet printer maintenance station 

12 5,486,855  Apparatus for supplying ink to an ink jet printer 

13 5,465,110  Sheet handling device and method for transporting sheets 

14 5,432,538  Valve for an ink jet printer maintenance system 

15 5,420,625  Ink supply system for a thermal ink-jet printer 

16 5,404,158  Ink jet printer maintenance system 

17 5,400,060  Thermal ink jet cartridge face sealing for shipping 

18 5,342,039  Sheet handling device and method for transporting sheets 

19 5,339,102  Capping carriage for ink jet printer maintenance station 

20 5,329,306  Waste ink separator for ink jet printer maintenance system 

21 5,289,212  Air vent for an ink supply cartridge in a thermal ink-jet printer 

22 5,257,044  Cap actuation mechanism for capping ink jet printheads 

23 5,233,369  Method and apparatus for supplying ink to an ink jet printer 

24 5,159,348  Ink jet printing apparatus 

25 5,138,332  Ink jet printing apparatus 

26 4,336,766  Roll fusing apparatus for electrophotography and release agent management system therefor 

 

Background:   

HP Web Press products print on rolls of paper, where the printer's nozzles are what the industry calls a full array, meaning the nozzles are 
arranged stationary, and wide enough to accommodate the printing of the width of the roll. By printing these nozzles while the paper 
unrolls, a continuous image can be printed up to 72" long.  The document is later cut to the desired length. This process is the fastest and 
most efficient way to print high volumes with inkjet technology. 



As mentioned, the WebPress' paper unrolls and travels under the stationary "full width" printhead. In contrast, every desktop inkjet printer 
(and in others such as engineering printers) the paper moves lengthwise and then pauses so that the printhead can print widthwise across 
the stationary paper. After the swath of ink is printed, the paper advances lengthwise and pauses again so that the next printing pass 
"stitches" with the former printing pass to create the desired continuous document. In a typical desktop inkjet printer, there is no inkjet 
printhead maintenance reason to create dots inside of the document. 

HP points out that their Web Press printers print nearly imperceptible yellow (Y) maintenance drops throughout the boundaries of the 
document page while printing cyan (C), magenta (M) and black (K) in a "waste space" on the paper roll between the documents. Printing 
inkjet maintenance drops are necessary as every document does not "fire" every nozzle. If a nozzle is not "fired" it runs the risk of drying, 
creating print image problems (streaks or poor color for example). 

Across the inkjet printing industry, firing drops (independent from the image pixels) is the main technique for preventing nozzle 
degradation. In a desktop printer it is done frequently, off the printing area and into the static maintenance station that also caps the 
printhead while not in use. The maintenance drops in a desktop printer fire while not printing the document and the maintenance station 
provides a place for those maintenance drops to be fired. 

Printing maintenance drops is well known in the inkjet printing industry. For their Web Press, HP states the reason for printing yellow drops 
within the document is, of course, to maintain the yellow's print nozzles. HP Web Press prints random pixels of yellow, within the borders 
of the document to save paper. C, M, and K ink maintenance drops are obviously darker and therefore more perceptible if printed within 
the document and these maintenance drops are printed between the documents and then are cut out ("chipped") at the final finishing step 
and discarded. If yellow was printed in this small strip, more paper between the documents would be required and therefore more paper 
would be wasted resulting in longer print runs. Printing imperceivable "image resident" stochastic dots within the document verses paper 
waste/run time is a valid and reasonable tradeoff. 

The combination of the small pixel size combined with the yellow color makes these pixels virtually imperceptible. Further, printing a 
sufficient amount of the yellow maintenance pixels spread across several pages increases imperceptibility. Clearly you would never 
purposely print a stochastic yellow pixel right beside another yellow pixel because they would combine to create a virtual larger perceptible 
pixel. Take this a mind model to extremes. If the Web Press only had to print one pixel of yellow per page, it would not be noticeable. If 
they had to print a million pixels per page, you would notice the yellow. In between 1 and a million there is a range, spacing and pattern 
where the yellow is imperceivable. Also, by randomly positioning stochastic yellow pixels from page to page, a recognizable pattern is 
further eliminated. 

My Conclusions: 

1) Referencing several technical calls, I made to HP combined with their letter dated September 1, 2021, the HP Web Press Technology 
uses the printed pages to spread imperceivable yellow maintenance drops. HP states in their letter that "both yellow ink and Bonding Agent 
are serviced stochastically even in the “service bar” mode. Therefore, each document printed with the Web Press printers will have this 
telltale fingerprint of stochastic yellow dots outside of the text/image spaces of the document. 

2) These yellow stochastic dots are also placed within solid colors. Given the printer's high resolution (low pixel diameter) and pixel 
placement accuracy, individual yellow dots can be seen "hidden" inside or surrounded by printed areas. 

3) Due to the industry standard of small drop size, accurate pixel placement, pixel shape (relating to paper composition or bonding agent 
for lower quality papers) it would be impossible to forge a ballot with the telltale stochastic yellow pixels without using an HP Web Press 
Printer. 

4) Although HP states that the stochastic pixels in the Web Press products are not used for any other purpose and look random, we should 
believe them, but it is possible that a slightly more sophisticated seemingly random pattern of dots can be generated according to the 
printer driver's algorithm where the pattern of dots can be made to look random (even varying from page to page), when in fact the pixels' 
X and Y coordinates can be later decoded by optically scanning the document and analyzing their number and position using an algorithm 
key. This MIC technique would be virtually impossible to detect and could contain copious amounts of data. If desired, I can expand on this 
at a later date. 


